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During a recent YEA! Team breakout
session at Oran R-III, junior high
students were taught the details and
discussions of a mock city council
meeting. Under the direction of Social
Studies instructor, Wade Sanders, the
students faced the challenge of holding
a mock city council meeting where the
subject of non-smoking rules in local
businesses was at the forefront.
Students portrayed employees of restaurants, local people, and
people who served on a Committee of Commerce. Each group presented
a speech to the city council voicing their opinions for or against the
smoking ordinances. Then, the students were allowed a brief time to try
to change the minds of those students who didn’t agree with their
position.
After this, a vote was taken and smoking was not banned in the city
buildings.
Students did come up with some ideas though, on how
problems with smoking could be prevented.
Ideas included having
smoking areas blocked off from non-smoking sections and employees who
offered to work in a smoking environment would be paid extra.
According to Bethany Davis, Oran 8th grader, “We learned a lot
about city council meetings. We also learned that just because smoking
is bad for you, doesn’t mean that everyone wants to ban it.”

Now Showing
The Centers for Disease Control have determined that
smoking portrayals in movies leads to more teen smoking.
If a celebrity you admire smokes, you are 16 times more
likely to light up. More than 70% of the movies rated
PG-13 portray the use of tobacco. Since this may lead to
more kids becoming addicted, some believe that there
should be a new rating for movies that have smoking
scenes. Kids across the country are asking Hollywood to
be responsible by taking tobacco out of the show. Find
out more at www.smokescreen.com
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The fight against Big Tobacco is not over. Tobacco is still the #1
cause of preventable death in the United States, but everyday,
students, schools, and communities work to stamp out tobacco-related
illnesses by changing policy.
Project Citizen helps students to identify changes in policy that can
lead to healthier environments and people. You can make sure your
school has a no smoking policy and that it is enforced. Put up signs at
baseball fields and other places where you notice smoking.
Encourage local stores to make sure cigarettes are behind the counter
and out of reach from children. Help people quit smoking by finding
out what smoking cessation services are in your area and publishing
that information in your school paper. Let us know your ideas.
Together we can stamp out tobacco!
Contact us at
www.healthymissouri.net

Let’s Kick Butt!
GET INVOLVED!
On Wednesday, April 2, 2008, join
your school and thousands of other
kids across the nation by speaking
up and seizing control in the fight
against Big Tobacco.
Tobacco companies use marketing
gimmicks that target kids and lure
more than 1,000 young people each
day into becoming regular smokers.
Roughly one third of these youth
will die prematurely due to
tobacco-related diseases.
It is time to let the Big Tobacco
Companies know that they should
stop marketing their deadly
products.

